Dear Customer

We are delighted to introduce our new catalogue for 2019. This new edition sees a level of style and design that is arguably our best yet, and we hope that this, in tandem with our fantastic product offer, proves a vital selling tool for your business.

We believe our product offering this year, is as strong as it has ever been, and we have worked hard to ensure that we are bringing you; design, quality and value. We continue to strive to offer you a definitive supply chain solution, by way of our ‘one stop shop’ philosophy; and with an unprecedented product launch for 2019, we hope that World Furniture will be a crucial partner to your business during the coming weeks and months.

Your business is truly appreciated; and as ever, please let us know if there’s something we should be doing. We look forward to a successful year together.

Marc Bunting
Managing Director
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merano

a beautifully crafted dining and occasional range with x frame design in a mix of white and grey high gloss, with tops attractively finished in a rich granite effect.
completed with a brushed stainless steel base.

a mer01
merano dining table
w160 d90 h76cm

b mer02
merano lamp table
w55 d55 h 55cm

c mer04
merano console table
w110 d40 h76cm

d mer03
merano coffee table
w110 d60 h40cm

e florence chair
see page 41 for full details
featuring the latest technology of pattern embossed glass, the cadiz offers the look of light oak but all the benefits of a glass top.

the table incorporates ‘one-handed’ mechanised extension leaf for easy use.

finished with matt black underside and ‘antique’ black metal frame

a cad01
cadiz 1.6m (+0.4m) extending table
w160+40 d90 h76cm

b cad02
cadiz dining chair
taupe pu with black velvet
w47 d58 h99cm

c cad03
cadiz dining chair
black pu with taupe velvet
w47 d58 h99cm

d cad04
cadiz armchair
taupe pu with black velvet
w57 d59 h85cm

e cad05
cadiz armchair
black pu with taupe velvet
w57 d59 h85cm
tivoli

A modern living/dining collection, manufactured with a polished steel frame, finished in a white/grey marble effect.

All tops are designed with a reverse bevelled edge.

a tiv01
tivoli dining table
w160 d90 h76cm

b tiv02
tivoli lamp table
w55 d55 h55cm

c tiv03
tivoli coffee table
w110 d60 h43cm

d tiv04
tivoli console table
w110 d40 h76cm

e loreto chair
see page 44 for full details
lugo

simple, modern white gloss dining table with chrome frame and 'super white' glass top

a lug01
lugo dining table
w160 d90 h76cm

b lug02
loreto chair
see page 44 for details
using the latest pattern embossed glass technology, the granada is a modern, contemporary design in antique black ‘spider leg’ frame with light oak glass top.

a gran01
granada dining table
w170 d90 h74cm

b latina chair
see page 62 for details
argenta

the argenta collection features three colours options white, grey and latte.

the tables feature matt glass bases and tops, with chrome detailed centre sections.

the matte finish provides a rich, elegant look to the design.

a arg01 grey
argenta 1.4m (+0.4m) extending table grey
w140+40 d70-80 h75.5cm

b arg02 grey
argenta dining chair grey
w44 d56 h102cm

see page 38 for full details
a arg01 white
argenta 1.4m (+0.4m)
extending table white
w140+40 d70-80 h75.5cm

b monaco chair
see page 46-47 for details
argenta

a arg01 latte
argenta 1.4m (+0.4m)
extending table latte
w140+40 d70-80 h75.5cm

b arg02 latte
argenta dining chair latte
w44 d56 h102cm
see page 39 for full details
a beautifully designed glass on gloss round dining table collection in white or latte finish. Features three leg design with matching glass base.

- **a el01 white**
  ellie round dining table - super white
  w107  d107  h76cm

- **b el01 latte**
  ellie round dining table - latte
  w107  d107  h76cm

- **c soho dining chair**
  (see page 54 for full details)

- **d jas01 stone taupe**
  jasper dining chair
  (see page 43 for full details)
a beautifully designed x-frame dining table, finished in a mix of deep blue and white high gloss, with a ‘super white’ glass top and base.

**a ed01**  
eden dining table  
w160 d90 h76cm

**b soh03 blue**  
see page 54-55 for full details
a beautifully designed x-frame dining table finished in a mix of high gloss white and grey with a grey glass top and brushed steel base.

**a op01**
opal dining table
w160 d90 h76cm

**b osc01**
oscar chair
see page 51 for full details
arlington

modern white gloss dining table with glass top and dark grey gloss centre extension. Flip top mechanism for easy use.

a arl01
arlington ext dining table
w140 (+40) d80 h76cm

b mon02 grey
monaco grey dining chair
(see page 46 for full range)
aspen

A stunning dining set combination finished in a rich latte colour (with glass top) and deep taupe extension leaf.

Complimented by a beautifully designed cantilever chair finished in a matching combination of latte/taupe, with pull handle.

**asp01**
aspen ext dining table
w160 (+40) d90 h76cm

**asp02**
apsen dining chair
w 44d 60h 100cm
santana

A beautifully designed and unique dining table featuring matt white gloss top and base, accentuated with grey oak finish on both the extension leaf and centre section.

The extension has the ‘one handed’ mechanism fitted for simple and easy use.

a san01
santana 1.6m (+0.40m)
dining table
w160 +40 d90 h76cm

b soh03 taupe
soho dining chair - taupe
(see page 54 for full details)
a beautifully crafted dining collection manufactured using a combination of white high gloss, with ‘super white’ glass top.

the set is completed with fine stainless steel detailing between the table top and legs.

a soh01
soho 1.5m dining table
white
w150cm d90 h75cm

b soh02
soho 1.2m dining table
white
w120 d90 h75cm

c soh03
soho dining chair
(see page 54 for full details)

d soh10
soho 1.5m dining table
grey
w150 d90 h75cm

e soh11
soho 1.2m dining table
grey
w120 d90 h75cm
venice

A stunning dining set combination finished in a mix of high gloss with glass top. Base is high gloss with glass top providing a luxurious overall look. Complimented by a beautifully designed cantilever chair in a grey/light grey combination with pull handle.

a ven01
venice dining table - white
w160cm d90cm h76cm

b ven02
venice dining table - grey
w160cm d90cm h76cm

c ven03
venice dining chair
w44cm d60cm h100cm

d jasper chair
(see page 43 for full details)

glass base
venice

A modern dining set combination finished in latte gloss with latte glass top and base. The centre section is designed in a beautiful contrasting oak finish.

a ven05
venice dining table - latte
w160 d90 h76cm

b mor03
moreno dining chair - stone
(see page 45 for full details)
a stunning dining set in grey glass with grey oak inset and base.

The plinth base is finished in grey glass with grey oak edging.

The extension leaf is operated using latest pull handle technology for simple, easy to use opening/closing.

The picture shows the table complimented with our jasper grey chair.

**a cal04**
calgary ext dining table
w140cm (+40cm) d 90 h76cm

**b jas01 grey**
jasper dining chair - grey
(see page 43 for full details)
lucca

a stunning modern dining table with unique ‘u’ shaped base, finished in white or latte gloss with glass top.

a luc 01
lucca dining table - white
w160 d90 h76cm

b luc 02
lucca dining table - latte
w160 d90 h76cm

soho chair
(see page 54 for full details)
monaco

modern white gloss dining set with a choice of seven vibrant colour cantilever chairs.

chairs finished in pu with chrome legs for a simple, clean look.

Beautifully designed for maximum comfort.

- **a mon01**
  monaco 1.6m dining table - white gloss
  w160 d90 h75cm

- **b mon03**
  monaco 1.2m dining table - white gloss
  w120 d75 h75cm

- **c mon04**
  monaco 1.6m dining table - grey gloss
  w160 d90 h75cm

- **d mon05**
  monaco 1.2m dining table - grey gloss
  w120 d75 h75cm

- **e monaco dining chair**
  (see page 46 for full range)

- **f bos03**
  boston dining chair - grey fabric/pu
  w43 d53 h98cm
a modern, simple table design featuring coloured glass tops with contrasting edging and centre sections. Bases are finished in matching glass on gloss.

a ril01 grey
riley 1.6m dining table - grey
w160  d90  h76cm

b ril02 grey
riley 1.2m dining table - grey
w120  d80  h76cm

c ril01 latte
riley 1.6m dining table - latte
w160  d90  h76cm

d ril02 latte
riley 1.2m dining table - latte
w120  d80  h76cm

e soh03 grey
soho dining chair - grey
(see page 54 for full details)

f soh03 taupe
soho dining chair - taupe
(see page 54 for full details)

g ven03 grey
venice dining chair

h jas01 stone taupe
jasper dining chair - stone taupe
(see page 43 for full details)
como

high gloss white square dining table. great where space is a premium. can seat two or four people. simple design finished with a chrome base.

(shown below with fresco chair)

a com01
como square dining table
w80 d80 h76cm

b mon02 grey
(see page 46 for full details)
A stunning dining collection in high white gloss with oak finish extension and base finished in chrome detail.

**a vit01**
Vittoria Ext Dining Table
w160cm (+40cm) d 90 h76cm

**b vit02**
Vittoria Dining Chair
(chestnut antique colour)
w43 d61 h98cm

**c vit03**
Vittoria Console Table
w140 d45 h80cm
the boston dining set is a stunning modern contemporary collection featuring high gloss extension dining in a choice of white or dove grey.

the table features a chromebase and inset detailing. the dining set is complimented with the modern boston dining chairs with grey fabric front and grey faux leather back, beautifully finished with a chrome cantilever frame.

**a bos01**
boston extending dining table - grey
w160 (+40) d90 h75cm

**b bos02**
boston extending dining table - white
w160 (+40) d90 h75cm

**c bos03**
boston dining chair - grey fabric/pu
w43 d53 h98cm

**d monaco chair**
(see page 46 for full details)
stunning simple modern dining collection finished in French rustic or grey oak look. The design is completed with a stainless steel ‘U’ frame leg which gives a clean yet sophisticated appeal. A choice of dining chairs in a rich vintage fabric provides a modern look.

**a nap01**
naples 1.6m dining table - oak finish
w160 d90 h75cm

**b nap02**
naples 1.2m dining table - oak finish
w120 d80 h75cm

**c nap03**
naples 1.6m dining table - grey finish
w150 d90 h75cm

**d nap04**
naples 1.2m dining table - grey finish
w120 d80 h75cm

**e nap05**
naples console table - oak finish
w120 d35 h79cm

**f nap10**
naples dining chair grey
(see page 48 for full details)

**g nap11**
naples dining chair brown
(see page 48 for full details)
modern, simple and classic table design. Finished in a French rustic oak or grey oak leg frame with robust tempered glass top. The overall look is completed with a clean, elegantly finished dining chair in a choice of three colours.

a cas01
Casa 1.6m Dining Table - Oak Finish
W160cm D90cm H75cm

b cas02
Casa 1.3m Dining Table - Oak Finish
W130cm D85cm H75cm

c cas03
Casa 1.6m Dining Table - Grey Finish
W160cm D90cm H75cm

d cas04
Casa 1.3m Dining Table - Grey Finish
W130cm D98.5cm H75cm

e cas12
Casa Dining Chair - Taupe
(See page 40 for full details)

f cas11
Casa Dining Chair - Grey
(See page 40 for full details)
modern design glass table with French rustic oak finish. X frame base. Simple two piece assembly.

**a eat01**
Eaton dining table - oak finish
w150 d90 h76cm

**b soh03grey**
Soho dining chair - grey
(see page 54)
kansas

contemporary glass dining set complimented with a choice of five colour (kansas) dining chairs. all pieces finished with chrome legs for a clean simple look.

a kan20
kansas 1.4m glass dining table
w140 d80 h75cm

b kan30
kansas glass round dining table
w106 d106 h72cm

c kan03
kansas dining chair - stone
w44 d60 h95cm

d kan04
kansas dining chair - black
w44 d60 h95cm

e kan05
kansas dining chair - white
w44 d60 h95cm

f kan06
kansas dining chair - grey
w44 d60 h95cm
argenta

modern dining chair with contrast stripe design and curved pull handle, finished with a chrome cantilever base.

a arg02 grey
argenta dining chair grey
w44 d56 h102cm

b arg02 latte
argenta dining chair latte
w44 d56 h102cm
manufactured using a combination of velvet fabrics and pu, the cadiz range offers a touch of luxury and unique design, the frames are finished in a black powder coating.

**a cadiz02**
Cadiz dining chair
Taupe pu with black velvet
W47 D58 H99cm

**b cadiz03**
Cadiz dining chair
Black pu with taupe velvet
W47 D58 H99cm

**c cadiz04**
Cadiz armchair
Taupe pu with black velvet
W47 D58 H99cm

**d cadiz05**
Cadiz armchair
Black pu with taupe velvet
W47 D58 H99cm
a beautifully crafted dining chair,
manufactured using our very popular matt patina faux leather, finished with contrast white stitching. cantilever leg base in chrome look stainless steel.

w43 d59 h98 (kd)

a cas10 black
b cas11 grey
c cas12 taupe
exceptional value dining chair, elegantly tailored in a range of vibrant velvet fabric colours.

beautifully cross stitched and pinched to enhance the design.

w43 d56 h99cm

a fl01 black
b fl01 blue
c fl01 grey
d fl01 mustard
e fl01 orange
isabella

modern dining chair with beautiful stitch pattern design, in a range of six colours.
w41 d52 h100cm

a  isa01 black
b  isa01 grey
c  isa01 mustard
d  isa01 stone
e  isa01 taupe
f  isa01 wine red
Simple modern dining chair, beautifully tailored in a high end textured pu with a chrome stainless steel frame. Also available in two tone design for maximum impact.

w44  d57  h100cm

a  jas01 grey
b  jas01 orange
c  jas01 greylightgrey
d  jas01 stonetaupe
loreto

simple, stylish dining chair finished in a range of subtle colour tones.

features decorative cross stitch lines and finished with a chrome cantilever frame.

w41 d52 h100cm

a lor01 black
b lor01 blue
c lor01 grey
d lor01 orange
e lor01 taupe
f lor01 yellow
modern dining chair with beautiful cross stitch pattern design. in popular grey or black colour.
fantastic value and perfect partner for any of our dining sets.

w43 d63 h106cm

a mor01
moreno black

b mor02
moreno grey

b mor03
moreno stone
monaco

fantastic modern dining chair, the perfect partner for any table, now eleven colours in total.

w44  d58  h100 (kd)

a  mon02 mustard
b  mon02 pillar red
c  mon02 purple
d  mon02 white
e  mon02 black
f  mon02 blue
g  mon02 grey
h  mon02 olive green
i  mon02 red
j  mon02 stone
k  mon02 teal
naples

manufactured using soft, vintage look fabric, the naples chair is a fantastic addition to any dining set.

w43  d59  h98

a  nap10  grey
b  nap11  brown
An excellent range of modern low level dining chairs, beautifully tailored in a chequered pattern design with soft, highly comfortable seating.

Manufactured using a full ply inner, this chair is designed for maximum comfort. Choice of fabrics available also.

w50  d58  h86cm

a  nov01 black  
b  nov01 grey  
c  nov01 stone  
d  nov01 taupe  

e  nov02 grey  
f  nov02 taupe
piazza

value for money dining chair in a simple, modern design with chrome cantilever base.

w41 d52 h100cm

a pia01 black
b pia02 grey

oscar

fantastic modern dining chair in fashionable dark grey. Features curved pull handle design and chrome cantilever base. Great match for any of our dining tables.

w43 d58 h100cm

c osc01
oscar dining chair grey
raffles

a fantastic range of modern dining chairs beautifully tailored in high end pu and fabrics, finished with black steel cantilever frame. stunning choice to compliment any dining table with a touch of luxury.

w46 d62 h89cm

faux leather

a raf 01
grey

b raf 02
black

c raf 03
brown

fabric

d raf 10	
tan

e raf 11	
black

f raf 12
grey
Excellent value for money dining chair in four colours with grey powder coated cantilever base.

w41  d53  h100

a  sal01 black
b  sal02 grey
c  sal03 stone
d  sal04 taupe
a fantastic range of modern dining chairs beautifully tailored in high end velvet and chrome, finished with chrome steel cantilever frame. Stunning choice to compliment any dining table with a touch of luxury.

w46 d62 h89cm

a sam01 blue
b sam01 green
c sam01 grey
d sam01 mustard
e sam01 orange
f sam01 red
soho

modern dining chair with beautiful stitch pattern design, in a range of ten vibrant colours. Exceptional value and a perfect partner for any dining table.

w43  d57  h100 (kd)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a soh03 black
- b soh03 cappuccino
- c soh03 green
- d soh03 grey
- e soh03 purple
- f soh03 red
- g soh03 white
- h soh03 yellow
- i soh03 taupe
- j soh03 blue
venice
contemporary design dining chair in fashionable two tone effect with chrome cantilever frame.
w44 d60 h100cm

a ven03
venice dining chair
grey/light grey

b ven06
venice dining chair
black/white
The Denver Collection is a range of beautifully tailored chairs featuring piping detail, finished in a hard wearing functional fabric in an array of popular colours.

**General Specifications:**
- Solid hardwood frame
- Webbed seat supplemented with ‘s’ type spring system for increased durability and strength
- Machine stitched to a high quality detailed finish

**Light Leg - Oak Finish**
- **A den01** natural
- **B den02** taupe
- **C den03** black
- **D den04** silver grey
- **E den05** red
- **F den06** dark grey
kensington

A beautifully crafted dining chair, fully assembled using solid oak frame and legs with pull out handle designed for easy use, finished in an array of vibrant colours, using a rich matt patina faux leather, this collection is the perfect partner for any oak dining range.

W47 D63 H103cm

General specifications:
- Solid oak legs
- Fully assembled
- Webbed seat supplemented with ‘s’ type spring system for increased durability and strength
- Machine stitched to a high quality detailed finish
- All joints morticed and tenoned

Oak finish leg
A ken01 anthracite
B ken02 chocolate
C ken03 yellow
D ken04 soft red
E ken05 sage green
F ken06 teal blue
G ken07 taupe
H ken08 grey

Dark leg
I ken10 chocolate
J ken11 mocha
K ken12 grey fabric
L ken13 brown fabric
hampton

A collection of fully assembled dining chairs manufactured with solid oak frame and legs, tastefully tailored in rich herringbone fabric to provide an elegant finish to any dining collection.

W44 D64 H107cm

Fully assembled

General specifications:

- Solid hardwood frame
- Webbed seat supplemented with 's' type spring system for increased durability and comfort
- Machine stitched to a high quality detailed finish

Oak leg

A ham02 natural
B ham04 brown
C ham05 grey
henley

faux leather dining chair (kd)

w45 d61 h99cm

general specifications:

- solid hardwood frame
- webbed seat supplemented with ‘s’ type spring system for increased durability and strength
- machine stitched to a high quality detailed finish

oak finish leg

a hen01 dark brown
b hen02 black
c hen04 red
d hen05 ivory
e hen09 antique brown

dark leg

f hen06 brown
g hen07 ivory
h hen08 black
**latina**

Elegantly designed roll top dining chair in a choice of velvet colour fabrics, beautifully finished with decorative stud detailing in a choice of leg colours.

- **w46 d68 h100cm**

  - **a** lat01 black oak leg
  - **b** lat01 blue oak leg
  - **c** lat01 grey oak leg
  - **d** lat01 mustard oak leg
  - **e** lat02 black black leg
  - **f** lat02 blue black leg
  - **g** lat02 grey black leg
  - **h** lat02 mustard black leg
misty

beautifully tailored dining chair with button stitched back and finished in a choice of herringbone fabric.

w47 d60 h101 cm (kd)

a mis 01
grey

b mis 02
natural
the seville collection is manufactured using carefully chosen hardwood and is finished in a soft, sumptuous chenille fabric.

w45 d61 h99cm (kd)

general specifications:
- solid hardwood frame
- webbed seat supplemented with 's' type spring system for increased durability and comfort

a sv01 almond
b sv02 graphite
c sv03 olive green
d sv04 plum
the tuscany collection is manufactured using carefully chosen hardwood and is beautifully tailored in a soft woven polyester fabric.

the wonderful colours throughout this collection provide the perfect partner for any of our oak dining collections.

w47 d62 h100cm

general specifications:
• solid hardwood frame
• webbed seat supplemented with ‘s’ type spring system for increased durability and comfort

a tus01 natural
b tus04 silver grey
c tus05 graphite
The Vigo collection is manufactured using carefully chosen hardwoods and is tastefully finished in a rich yet hard wearing fabric. The design includes a roll back top, six button back and side support rails for strength and durability.

W48 D68 H100cm (KD)

General specifications:
- Solid hardwood frame
- Webbed seat supplemented with 'S' type spring system for increased durability and comfort

A Vigo1 natural
B Vigo2 silver grey
C Vigo3 dark grey
lincoln

beautifully designed barstool in two antique fabric colours with a modern cantilever style frame. extremely comfortable.

seat height 75cm

**a lin 01**
lincoln bar stool- grey fabric
w38 d48 h107cm

**b lin 02**
lincoln bar stool- brown fabric
w38 d48 h107cm
modern bar stool with 360° swivel mechanism. beautifully tailored in our popular matt patina faux leather.

w41 d48 h111cm
seat height 75cm

a veg01
black

b veg02
grey

c veg03
taupe
the wilton bar stool has been carefully designed to fit with the modern layout of kitchen breakfast bar areas. Finished in a choice of pu with natural oak colour legs.

w42 d40 h111cm

a wilt01 black
b wilt02 ivory
c wilt03 brown
d wilt04 dark leg
a stunning range of glass occasional items, beautifully designed and features oak finish floating centre piece to provide that truly unique look.

a alto 01 grey
alto end table - grey oak
w50 d50 h50cm

b alto 01 oak
alto end table - oak
w50 d50 h50cm

c alto 02 grey
alto coffee table - grey oak
w110 d60 h42cm

d alto 02 oak
alto coffee table - oak
w110 d60 h42cm

e alto 03 grey
alto tv unit - grey oak
w100 d40 h50cm

f alto 03 oak
alto tv unit - oak
w100 d40 h50cm

g alto 04 grey
alto console table - grey oak
w100 d35 h80cm

h alto 04 oak
alto console table - oak
w100 d35 h80cm
berkley

A beautifully designed range of occasional pieces, manufactured with an oak finish top and black metal frame: a modern and desirable look.

- **a ber 01 oak**
  - Berkley End Table
  - W50 D54 H50cm

- **b ber 02 oak**
  - Berkley Coffee Table
  - W110 D64 H43cm

- **c ber 03 oak**
  - Berkley TV Unit
  - W100 D40 H50cm

- **d ber 04 oak**
  - Berkley Console Table
  - W100 D39 H80cm
Simple, modern designed range of occasional pieces manufactured with an oak finish on a black metal frame.

- **a ev01**
  eva table lamp
  w50 d50 h50cm

- **b ev02**
  eva coffee table
  w110 d60 h43cm

- **c ev03**
  eva tv unit
  w100 d40 h50cm

- **d ev04**
  eva console table
  w100 d35 h80cm
beautiful range of modern, contemporary occasional furniture, finished in a choice of white or grey high gloss with chrome frame

a fr 01 grey  
franklyn end table - grey  
w56 d56 h56cm

b fr 01 white  
franklyn end table - white  
w56 d56 h56cm

c fr 02 grey  
franklyn coffee table - grey  
w80 d80 h35cm

d fr 02 white  
franklyn coffee table - white  
w80 d80 h35cm

e fr 03 grey  
franklyn tv unit - grey  
w100 d40 h50cm

f fr 03 white  
franklyn tv unit - white  
w100 d40 h50cm

g fr 04 grey  
franklyn console table - grey  
w100 d35 h80cm

h fr 04 white  
franklyn console table - white  
w100 d35 h80cm
bailey

Full reclining sofa in combination of textured grey outer and grey fabric seating and backs. Sumptuous soft sit with high back support.

a  ba01
chair recliner
w86  d88  h100cm

b  ba02
2 seater recliner
w138  d88  h100cm

c  ba03
3 seater recliner
w194  d88  h100cm
**bexley**

simple contemporary design sofa with deep filled foam seating for luxurious comfort

manufactured in a choice of two plush velvets.

dimensions
3 seater - w200 d86 h92cm
2 seater - w145 d86 h92cm
armchair - w90 d86 h92cm

a  bex01 blue armchair
b  bex02 blue 2 seater
c  bex03 blue 3 seater
d  bex01 grey armchair
e  bex02 grey 2 seater
f  bex03 grey 3 seater
chloe

simple design, maximum comfort. pocket sprung seating. choice of five colours.

3 seater
w208 d88 h85cm

2 seater
w152 d88 h85cm
maximum value and maximum comfort pocket sprung seating choice of pu or fabric.

3 seater
w208 d88 h85cm

2 seater
w152 d88 h85cm
in true chesterfield style, the mayfair sofa has a low rolled back and arms with deep pinched fabric detailing finished with modern chrome feet. a classic yet modern design.

dimensions
3 seater - w219 d87 h72cm
2 seater - w172 d87 h72cm
armchair - w100 d87 h72cm

a  may01 blue armchair
b  may02 blue 2 seater
c  may03 blue 3 seater
d  may01 grey armchair
e  may02 grey 2 seater
f  may03 grey 3 seater
fulham

retro style accent chair finished in natural woven fabric.

a ful01
fulham chair - natural
w76 d80 h78cm

b ful02
fulham 2 seater - natural
w130 d80 h78cm

retro style accent chair finished in chenille fabric.

c ful03
c ful03
fulham chair graphite

d ful04
d ful04
fulham 2 seater graphite

e ful05
e ful05
fulham chair teal

f ful06
f ful06
fulham 2 seater teal

g ful07
g ful07
fulham chair plum

h ful08
h ful08
fulham 2 seater plum

i ful09
i ful09
fulham chair olive green

j ful10
j ful10
fulham 2 seater olive green
a beautifully crafted traditional style armchair built for maximum comfort and a superb quality finish. The seating is deep filled soft style cushion which is the outstanding feature of this armchair. Exquisitely tailored to the finest detail in a warm, soft touch chenille style fabric.

w72 d89 h110cm

a reg01 grey
b reg02 natural
contemporary white bedroom range with clean lines, finished in white high gloss lacquer.

- **a bar01**
  - bari 2 drawer robe
  - W104 D55 H190cm

- **b bar02**
  - bari nightstand
  - W60 D42 H42cm

- **c bar03**
  - bari 5 drawer tall chest
  - W69 D42 H121cm

- **d bar04**
  - bari wide chest
  - W120 D42 H81cm

- **e bar05**
  - bari 4’6 bed

- **f bar06**
  - bari 5’ bed

- **g bar08**
  - bari mirror
  - W72 D3 H115cm
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Business Policies

All orders are subject to our full terms and conditions (below). Nothing in these conditions affects your statutory rights as a consumer.

Standard conditions of sale

Definitions

i. “Buyer” means the person who buys or agrees to buy the Products from the Seller.

ii. “Conditions” means the terms and conditions of sale set out in this document and any special terms and conditions agreed in writing by the Seller.

iii. “Delivery date” means the date specified by the Seller when the Products are to be delivered.

iv. “Products” means such goods.

v. “Price” means the price for the Products including carriage, packing and VAT.

vi. “Seller” means World Furniture (NI) Ltd.


Conditions Applicable

2. Conditions applicable

i. Nothing in these conditions shall affect the buyer’s statutory rights as a consumer.

ii. The Seller shall sell and the Buyer shall purchase the products in accordance with any written quotation of the Seller which is accepted by the Buyer, or any written or verbal order of the Buyer which is accepted by the Seller, in any case to these conditions, which shall govern the contract to the exclusion of any other terms and conditions subject to which any such quotation is accepted or purported to be accepted, or any such order is made or is purported to be made, by the Buyer.

iii. Any typographical or clerical or other error or omission in any sales literature, quotation, price list, acceptance of offer, invoice or other document or information issued by the Seller shall be subject to correction without any liability on the part of the Seller.

iv. If any provision of these conditions is held invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part the validity of the other provisions of these conditions and the remainder of those provisions in question shall not be affected.

3. The Price and Payment

Save as provided otherwise herein the Price shall be that as stipulated in the Seller’s published price list current at the date of order of the Products. Any event of any increase in the cost to the Seller, or any variation in exchange rate the Seller may increase the Price payable under the contract upon written notice.

ii. Payment of the Price shall be due at the date of the delivery. Time for payment shall be of the essence. If the Buyer does not pay the Price on delivery of goods the Seller may bring an action for the Price even property in the Products has not been passed to the Buyer. If the Buyer fails to make payment as required the Seller may suspend delivery of the Products or any further Products ordered until payment is made in full.

iii. Interest on overdue invoice (where applicable), shall accrue from the date when payment becomes due from day to day until the date of payment at the rate of 2% above Barclays Bank Plc’s base rate and shall accrue at such a rate after as well as before any judgement.

iv. For any payment made by cheque which subsequently is “referred to drawer” on administration charge of £50 will be made to the Buyers account.

4. The Products

i. The quantity and description of the Products shall be set out in the Seller’s quotation.

ii. The Seller may make any changes in the specification of the Products which do not materially affect their quality or performance required to conform with any applicable statutory requirements where the Products are supplied to the Seller’s specification.

iii. Photographs are for illustration purpose only, and may not exactly match the product itself.

5. Warranties and Liability

i. All goods supplied by the Seller come with a manufacturer’s warranty of 12 months.

ii. The Seller shall provide the Buyer with such information as is required to claim under the manufacturer’s warranties. In the event of a claim, the Buyer shall in the first instance contact the Seller’s customer service department.

iii. The Seller does not provide any warranty cover against defects in his own right.

iv. Except where the Buyer acts as a Consumer all other warranties, conditions and terms relating to fitness for purpose, satisfactory quality or conditions of the products whether implied by statute or common law or otherwise are excluded to the fullest extent of the law.

v. Insofar as is permitted by law, our only liability to you under these terms and conditions will be, at our sole discretion to replace or repair any goods which are received by you in a damaged or defective state or to refund to you any sums actually paid by you for the goods in question. We will not be liable to you for any indirect or consequential loss or damage arising out of any problem you notify to us and will have no liability to you for any failure or delay in delivering goods or any damage or defect in goods delivered which is caused by any event or circumstance which is beyond our reasonable control. Nothing in this Clause 5 affects your statutory rights as consumer.

6. Delivery, Returns and Cancellations

i. The Seller shall make delivery of the Products by notifying the Buyer that the products are available for delivery and a date will be arranged with the Buyer to receive the products.

ii. The Seller reserves the right not to deliver the Buyers order until the total order value exceeds £750 nett of VAT.

iii. The Seller shall use his reasonable endeavours to meet any date agreed for delivery.

iv. The Seller shall not be liable for any delay in delivery howeversoever caused.

v. All orders for delivery to addresses within mainland GB are delivered free of charge.

vi. Generally, where an order contains more than one items all items will be delivered at the same time once all items are available. The Seller maintains the right to part deliver the order if the Buyer agrees.

vii. Where a delivery date has been agreed but the customer isn’t present to receive the delivery or refuses to accept the delivery, we reserve the right to charge the customer with the redelivery of the failed delivery. The charge for redelivery will be £50.

7. Acceptance of the Products

i. Other than where the Buyer acts as a Consumer the Buyer shall be deemed to have accepted the Products 7 working days after delivery to the Buyer.

ii. After acceptance the Buyer shall not be entitled to reject Products which are not in accordance with the contract.

8. Title and Risk

i. Risk of damage to or loss of the Products shall pass to the Buyer upon delivery.

ii. Notwithstanding any other provision herein title in the Products shall not pass to the Buyer until the Seller has received in cash or clear funds payment in full.

iii. The Buyer shall not be entitled to pledge or in any way charge by way of security for any indebtedness any of the Products which remain the property of the Seller, but if the Buyer does so all moneys owing to the Seller shall (without prejudice to any other right or remedy on the Seller) immediately become due and payable.

9. Insolvency of Buyer

i. This clause applies if: a) The Buyer makes any voluntary arrangements with its creditors or becomes subject to an administration order or (being an individual or firm) becomes bankrupt, or (being a company) goes into liquidation, b) an encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, of any of the property or assets of the Buyer, or c) The Buyer, not being a consumer, ceases, or threatens to cease, to carry on business, or d) The Seller reasonably apprehends that any of the events mentioned above is about to occur in relation to the Buyer and notifies the Buyer accordingly.

ii. If the Clause applies, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to cancel the contract or suspend any further deliveries under the contract without any liability to the Buyer, and if the Products have been delivered but not paid for the Price shall become immediately due and payable that despite any previous arrangement or agreement to the contrary.

10. General

i. Neither party shall be liable for any delay or failure to perform any of its obligations if the delay or failure results from events or circumstances outside its reasonable control, including but not limited to strikes, lock outs, accidents, war, fire, reduction in or unavailability of power at the Seller’s premises or its manufacturing plant, breakdown of plant or machinery or shortage or unavailability of raw materials from a natural source of supply, and the party shall be entitled to a reasonable extension of its obligations.

ii. Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under the conditions shall be in writing and in the case of notices to the Seller, addressed to the Seller at its registered office or in the case of notices to the Buyer, at the Buyer’s address as provided to the Seller.

11. Headings

i. The headings of the Clauses in these conditions are intended for reference only and will not affect the construction of these conditions.

ii. Representations

No statement, description, warranty condition or recommendation contained in any catalogue, price list or advertisement or communication or made verbally by any of the Agents or Employees of the Seller shall be construed to enlarge, vary or override in any way whatsoever any of these conditions.

iii. Additional costs

The Buyer agrees to pay for any loss or extra cost incurred by the Seller through the buyers instructions or lack of instructions or through failure or delay in taking delivery or through any acts or default on the part of the Buyer, its servants, agents or employees.

12. Replacement Products

i. All replacement products supplied under warranty must be paid for in full if the product to be replaced has not been made available for collection 4 weeks after the replacement product has been delivered. i. The Seller reserves the right to hold delivery of all orders until replacement products have been collected or paid for in full.

13. Proper Law of Contract

i. This Contract shall be governed by the law of Northern Ireland and any dispute, question or remedy however arising determined exclusively by the Courts Northern Ireland.